
Get Real Answers to Everyday
Construction Challenges with
Viewpoint’s Take 15 Learning Series

Have 15 minutes? Do you want to learn some of the cool new ways technology is helping solve the
real-world problems contractors like you run up against every day? Interested in seeing how much
easier—and more productive—your projects could be?

If so, you’ll want to join us for one or more of our new Take 15 Learning Series. The Take 15 series
is a weekly, brief webinar (no longer than 15 minutes) led by Viewpoint product experts who will
highlight challenges contractors face and how Viewpoint’s comprehensive suite of software
solutions can help solve those challenges.

Technology Solutions for a Host of Construction Issues

Though just launched, there are already a number of Take 15 topics available. Among the topics:
How business intelligence tools are helping gain real-time insight into construction projects; how to
accurately capture and process time in the field; increasing efficiency and accuracy in estimating;
addressing productivity losses by automating manual processes; and integrating document
management and project management for one system of record.

Visit the Webinars page on Viewpoint.com for the full list of topics and Take 15 to
tackle your challenges!

Suggest Your Own Take 15 Webinar

Do you have a topic you want to know more about, or a challenge that you’d like to see how
technology could help you better address? We’d love to hear from you! Email Vickie Valdez (

Vickie.valdez@viewpoint.com) and explain what you’d like to see covered and why.

And be sure to keep up to date on the Take 15 series schedule as one of the next ones could be
yours!
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Vickie is a dedicated member of the Marketing team at Viewpoint, and manager of the Take 15 webinars
program.
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